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CUHK Business School Research Reveals That Cornerstone Investor
Agreements Bring Immense Advantages to Post-IPO Earnings Growth

HONG KONG, CHINA -- (Marketwired) -- 11/12/15 -- To facilitate the completion of IPOs, more

and more companies looking to list on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEx) are turning to

cornerstone investors. What role do such investors play in the capital market and how do they

influence a firm's IPO value? Research by Prof. Paul B. McGuinness of the Chinese University of

Hong Kong (CUHK) Business School offers an in-depth look at these topics.

Cornerstone investor agreements have become increasingly common in the Hong Kong stock

market in the past 10 years or more. Such agreements, which have essentially evolved through

the Hong Kong marketplace, are still fairly uncommon in many other major capital markets. But in

Hong Kong, regulatory and market conditions combine to encourage the inclusion of cornerstone

allocations in IPOs.

Paul B. McGuinness, a professor at the Department of Finance of CUHK Business School,

explains how such investments work. He notes that cornerstone investors are typically high net-

worth parties, and include among their number local tycoons, Chinese state-invested entities,

privately controlled public companies, sovereign investors and institutional investors like asset

managers. Such parties commit with book-runners to buy a defined block of stock. This

commitment is made just ahead of the formal IPO application period. However, cornerstone

parties accede to post-IPO lock-ups on their earmarked allocations, during which time they

cannot transfer the shares. Prof. McGuinness further notes that unlike private equity investment,

cornerstone investment comes in during the IPO period itself (although the contractual obligations

surrounding such agreed allocations are finalized just prior to the prospectus release).

Cornerstone parties thus pay the same offer price as all other IPO subscribers. By contrast, he

notes that any private equity investment occurs well ahead of IPO, sometimes months or even

several years prior to listing. Private equity stakes typically occur at sizeable discounts to eventual

IPO offer prices, at least in those cases where listing of the invested entity arises.

The fact that the particulars of cornerstone allocations are disclosed in the IPO issue document

(prospectus) means such parties' identities are revealed before the formal application period

commences. As Prof. McGuinness notes, "cornerstone investors are lending visible and high-

profile support to the IPOs." At the same time, he points out the larger such allocations and the

more extensive the lock-ups (typically set at a minimum of six months), the greater the potential

"certification (i.e. endorsement) effect."

Why has Hong Kong's IPO market taken such a leadership role in the area of cornerstone

investment? Prof. McGuinness believes it is due to a combination of factors: "On one hand, Hong

Kong's regulatory environment is quite flexible, which allows for significant cornerstone investor

presence. On the other, the emergence of cornerstone investment is closely tied to the growth

and expansion of mainland Chinese enterprises as well as Hong Kong's strategic and political

relationship with the mainland. International institutions, corporate parties and Asian tycoons have

shown a keen interest in investing in Chinese companies listed in Hong Kong, so the demand is

strong. Other markets may also have regulatory flexibility but not necessarily the demand for such

allocations."

According to Prof. McGuinness, "many market watchers see cornerstone parties as value

investors. The typical nature of such parties, sovereign funds, institutional investors, tycoons and

high net-worth individuals, as well as the post-IPO lock-ups that they have to adhere to, suggest

certain certification effects. Cornerstone presence therefore serves as a potential signaling

device."
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